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Kendall Thomas  0:02   
Hi, I'm Kendall Thomas. 
 
Flores Forbes  0:04   
And I'm Flores Forbes. We are the executive producers of CRT2, Columbia Race Talks Critical 
Race Theory, a new podcasts on law, culture and the politics of race. 
 
Kendall Thomas  0:19   
CRT2 is a project of the Studio for Law and Culture at Columbia University. Each podcast 
episode is conceived, written, hosted and produced by the students we teach in the Critical 
Race Theory Seminar Workshop at Columbia Law School. CRT2 will take our listeners from New 
York to Louisiana, from Ciudad Juarez, Mexico to Paris, France, on a journey that shows the 
global reach and relevance of Critical Race Theory. 
 
Episode Excerpt with Katherine Franke  0:50   
Why do we not know about Frederick Wells and a 16 foot cross burning on the campus with 20 
Klansmen fully hooded, running through a dorm? 
 
Episode Excerpt with Maboula Soumahoro  0:59   
Are you associated with an independent country that has now grown into being a powerful 
country? Or are you a Black person coming from the French colonial empire? And that's not the 
same Black. 
 
Episode Excerpt with Vivian Nixon  1:13   
They started like parading different people from the office and asking me to repeat my prison 
story. And I suddenly realized this was a show for them. Even now I choke up because it was 
humiliating. 
 
Flores Forbes  1:26   
Columbia Law students will use concepts or CRT to bring you stories about environmental 
justice, gender based violence, the child welfare system, legal education, the legacies of slavery, 
social justice lawyering and reproductive rights. 
 
Kendall Thomas  1:45   
Each episode of Columbia race talks Critical Race Theory will cut through the fog of myth and 
misinformation surrounding the CRT culture wars, to take a deep dive into issues of race, racism 
and racial justice. 
 



Flores Forbes  2:01   
Listen for free wherever you get your podcasts 
 
Kendall Thomas and Flores Forbes  2:08   
We'll see you soon! 


